How To Get the Best
Results Out of Your Magna
Visual Board

Planning Your Magna Visual Board
The key to getting the most out of your communication control board is by doing some preliminary
planning. Magna Visual’s wide range of magnetic accessories and board surfaces with various graphic
layouts will give you a flexible system to fit your specific board needs.

Define Your Objectives

The most important first step is to define your goal and objectives.
•
•
•

What information do you want to get from the system?
What information do you want to capture and analyze?
How do you want to update this information and how often?

You want to show an overall picture of the information but try to avoid adding too much detail to the
design of the board/s. KEEP IT SIMPLE.
Visual communication boards are used to give an instant update of key facts which is faster than
analyzing information on your computer.
When defining your objectives, you should ask yourself these questions:
List the nature of the information to be shown.
• What items are to be shown?
• What headings will you need to use?
• What projects do you want to schedule and/or control?
• How do you want to track time-critical dates, due dates?
• Do you need codes? Magnetic indicators in a variety of colors and/or shapes can be used to code
different types of information.
How many items of data?
This will determine the number of horizontal and vertical rows your board will need.
What information is needed regarding the data?
Do you need simple words or numbers or more detailed information?
What data is constant?
Constant items can be listed down the left hand column with progress headings across the top of the
board or vice-versa.
What data is variable?
Variable data can be written directly on the board or on write-on/wipe-off magnetic strips or written,
typed, or printed on data cards (used with magnetic cardholders).
At what distance is the board to be read?
Will the board be close to your desk, a few feet away, or across the room? Choose the size of your
posting items accordingly.

Who will need to refer to the board?
• Which departments?
• How many different people?
How often will you need to update the board?
• Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly?
• Who will be responsible for keeping the board up-to-date?
This preliminary listing will help you think through the best way to use your system. It will not only
guide the way you set up your board...but also help you determine which of our many posting
systems will best fit your situation.

Determine the Logical Flow of Information

After you have listed the facts to be included in your system, the next step is to determine the flow
of information on the board. What step-by-step or time period sequence is the most effective way to
visually control your progress? Try a few different arrangements. With our magnetic accessories, you
can make changes in seconds.
Determine the flow of information.
Does scheduling involve calendar dates, project stages, or different operations?
Over what total period of time?
Will you be able to cover the full schedule on one board, or will multiple boards be more effective?
You may want to consider rotating boards to conserve space and keep the schedule always in the
right order.
What is the smallest time increment within the total system?
For example, 8-hour days, 5 or 7 day weeks, weekly, monthly, yearly, etc.
Is the time period referred to as a point or a duration of time?
Is retained information necessary to the system?
Many people post future projects on a “holding column” to the right of or below the current schedule
and insert them into the working schedule when they enter the active stage.
Can information be removed when completed or is it necessary to keep information on board for a
longer period for future reference?

Planning & Designing Board

1. Sketch it or lay it out in an Excel spreadsheet.
All you will need is a rough sketch of your board
concept. This will determine the number of vertical
columns and horizontal rows you will need.
2. Size it. Your board size will be determined by the
number of rows and columns you need for your
specific application and the size of the area you
need to be printed. If you need 12 columns, 2 3/4”
wide, your board will need to be at least 34” wide.

Grid Patterns
Your board can be blank, have one of the four standard grid patterns shown below, or you can order
a custom-designed board gridded to your specific needs. Keep in mind that a board frame covers
1/2” of the board surface on all sides...so, for example, a 36” x 48” size board will have a
usable surface of 35” x 47”. This is important to remember when figuring the number of
columns and rows you can use on a given size board.
Most popular grid patterns...The two most popular grid sizes are 1” x 2” and 1” x 1”. The smallest
size recommended for a grid is 1/2” x 1/2”. Space layout boards which utilize a 1/4” x 1/4” grid are
ideal for 1/4” scale layouts, which can be special ordered.
Customize your standard board...You can use chart tape to add lines to the grids on your board.
For example, you can divide your board into four sections by applying chart tape to the board. This
adds flexibility, and the chart tape is easily removed to make a different layout or to highlight certain
parts of the board. You can add columns, or make wider divisions with chart tape to adapt your board
to your changing needs.
Custom-Design Boards... Call us when a standard grid does not seem to fit your needs. For more
than 50 years we have specialized in designing custom visual control boards with gridding to fit
specific requirements.
Magna Visual also offers custom designed dry-erase boards in 4 color process to meet all of your
specific needs.
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Posting Information to Your Board
There are various ways to post data on a Magna Visual board. Your choice will depend on such
factors as the type of information and size, required coding, ease and speed of updating, etc. You can
use one method or combine several – flexibility is a major advantage of magnetic visual control
systems from Magna Visual.
•
•
•
•
•

All Magna Visual boards feature write-on/wipe-off surfaces.
Write directly on the board with dry-erase markers or water soluble pens.
Use magnetic strips...a fast and flexible posting method.
Use our water soluble pen to write directly onto magnetic strips.
Use Magnetic Cardholders and Data Cards to post information on boards.

Magnetic Charting Accessories
When you buy a Magna Visual “kit” it comes complete with certain charting components needed to
set up the board. However, there is a vast array of other magnetic charting components you can use
to augment the kit. Magnetic components can also be used to create your own custom system on
a Magna Visual board or any other magnetic board. Check the Magna Visual website for complete
descriptions.
Magnetic Column Headings
Sets of flat printed headings for months, days, and dates. White letters on red, blue, or black
backgrounds.
Magnetic Letters and Numbers
Individual sets of letters and numbers are available for use on calendars or other time control
schedules. This product can be purchased as white letters and numbers on black, blue, or red
backgrounds. Red and black numbers and letters on white background.
Set-up and change information easily with magnetic self-aligning letters and numbers. Available in 2
colors: Black on White or Black on Yellow. 4 sizes: 2”, 3”, 4” or 6”.
Magnetic Symbols and Indicators
Here is the “shorthand” method of showing current status, different functions, stages of projects, or
any facts key-coded to the shape and/or color of the indicators used. Five basic flow chart symbols
are available in 7 standard colors and in sizes from 3/4” to 2 1/4” (circles, squares, stars, triangles,
and arrows). Use press-on letters/numbers or write-on the indicators for added flexibility. Highstrength ceramic magnet components are also available for extra holding power. Surfaces can be
marked or imprinted.
Magnetic Strips
These magnetic strips are a fast and flexible way to post information. Strips have a write-on/wipe-off
surface for use with water soluble markers only. Strips come in pre-cut sizes (1” to 6” long and 3/8”
to 3” wide), 30” pre-cut lengths, and 50’ rolls. Available in 8 standard colors, strips are easily cut with
scissors, knife, or paper cutter.

Magnetic Cardholders & Data Cards
The ideal choice for posting more detailed data on your board. Give charts a neat, professional
appearance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type or write information on data cards and slip it into cardholders for fast and easy updates.
Move cardholders to update progress with no rewriting or erasing.
Choice of 14 colors of data cards for easy coding.
6 widths ranging from 1/2” to 3” and 6 pre-cut lengths ranging from 1” to 12”.
You can order the exact size needed or cut to length with scissors using our 50’ rolls.
Can be used with pre-printed insert headings to set up your board, or make your own headings
with data card inserts.
Will accept computer-generated data cards. Available for 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1 3/4”, and 2” cardholders.
Templates for computer-generated data cards are available on our website or call for information.

Typical Applications of Boards
The examples below and on the next couple of pages are intended to illustrate some common uses
of Magna Visual board systems with alternate types of posting media being used. They are a good
reference for you in deciding how to set up your system, and what posting media to use. Flexibility, as
always, is the key to Magna Visual magnetic visual control systems. You can use any combination of
ideas here to create the best system to fit your needs.

Magnetic Activity Calendar 1” x 2” Grid

Accessory Products on Board:
• Die-Cut flat Magnetic dates 1-31 across the top
• Die-Cut flat Magnetic month headings down the left side
• 1/2” x 2” and 1” x 2” magnetic cardholders and data cards to post appointments, activities, etc.
• Magnetic strips with write-on/write-off surface
Equipment Locator Board

Accessory Products on Board:
• Magnetic letters or press-on letters for location headings
• Chart tape to divide the board into sections, columns
• Magnetic cardholders and magnetic strips to post equipment location
• Magnetic indicators to signal status: “Available”, “Out”, “Repair”

Quarterly Activity Planner/Schedule – By “Week of” 1” x 2” Grid

Accessory Products on Board:
• Month and date headings are Die-Cut flat magnets
• Data for each week is posted with 1” x 2” write-on magnetic strips
• 1” x 2” magnetic cardholders and data cards
Monday date for each week is posted at top of the column. To show a full year, you could use either
one horizontal board, or a series of rotating vertical boards, moving a completed quarter to the right
side, and moving the other three to the left, so you are always reading data in chronological order.

Project Control – By Time Period 1” x 1” Grid, Left Column is 4” Wide

Accessory Products on Board:
• Month and date headings are Die-Cut flat magnets
• 1” x 4” magnetic cardholders and data cards for the project column. Data cards are color-coded
for customer, department, or project (14 colors available)
• Color-coded magnetic strips are pre-cut to 1/2” length to show the time planned for each
• operation. Write on the magnetic strips to post additional data
• Magnetic indicators to signal “delay”, “on hold”, etc.
Time frame is week-of for 6 months or a year.

Production Schedule – Step-By-Step

Accessory Products on Board:
• 6” long magnetic cardholders and data cards
• 6” long magnetic strips with write-on/write-off surface
• Magnetic write-on square indicators
Headings across the top of the board show steps in the production process. Write headings on board,
or write on magnetic strips to easily move the headings around without rewriting information.

Organizational Charts / Personnel Allocation

Accessory Products on Board:
• 6” long magnetic cardholders and data cards
• 6” long magnetic strips with write-on/write-off surface
• Magnetic write-on square indicators
Accessory Products on Board:
• Month and date headings are Die-Cut flat magnets
• 1” x 4” magnetic cardholders and data cards for project column. Data cards are color coded for
customer, department or project (14 colors available)
• Color-coded magnetic strips are 1/2” pre-cut to length to show time planned for each operation.
Write-on magnetic strip to post additional data
• Magnetic indicators to signal “delay”, “on hold”, etc.

Machine Loading

Accessory Products on Board:
• Magnetic strips cut to length to indicate time span for job
• Magnetic cardholders and data cards to post jobs at the start of operation
• Magnetic indicators to show the end of operation
The system shows machine loading in 1/2 hour time segments – 8 hours per day – 6 days per week.

Preventive Maintenance Schedule

Accessory Products on Board:
• Flat die cut months and date magnets
• Magnetic indicators to show maintenance to be performed
• 4” Magna ribbon strips with Machine #’s
• Magnetic cardholders and data cards
This setup shows maintenance scheduled for the current month.

Ideas on Where & How to Use Our Boards

Administration
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational charts
Employee bulletin boards
Office layout and planning
Vacation schedules
Personnel assignment

Hospitals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Admitting board
Nurses station control
Operating room schedules
Personnel assignment and location
Emergency room schedule
Patient room boards

Advertising
•
•
•
•
•

Space scheduling
Client contact schedules
Copy and art assignment scheduling
Activity planning
Promotional planning

Banking
•
•

Loan status control
Current rate displays

City & Government
•
•
•

Fire and Police department work
schedules/inspection report status
Highway department construction
schedules
Long-range planning control

Charting
•
•

Magnetic bar charts and changeable
data displays
Building schedules from site survey
to closing

Data Processing
•
•
•
•

Computer schedules
IT crew assignments and work
schedule
Flow charts
Program design and programmer
training

Engineering
•
•
•

Project control charts
Plant layout and space planning
Job assignments

Financial
•
•
•
•

Accounts payable
Delinquent accounts
Budget control
Expenditures compared to
allocations

Inventory Control
•
•
•

Status of material on hand
Order status and due dates
Material location

Law Offices
•
•
•

In-and-Out boards
Caseload schedules
Traffic accident display boards for
courtroom use

Maintenance
•
•
•
•

Preventive maintenance schedule
Equipment repair status
Vehicle and equipment maintenance
schedule
Vehicle status

Manufacturing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production scheduling
Machine loading to show open time
for best scheduling
Shipping schedules
Daily production scoreboard
Corrective action
Goal and performance scoreboard
Hourly production rates
Vacation scheduling
Work schedules

Mapping
•

Geographic visual display with
movable magnetic symbols

Military
•
•
•

Status boards in military installations
Recruitment boards
Charts and visual displays

Order Processing
•

Show status of orders

Printing
•
•

Schedule press time
Job status

Sports
•
•
•
•
•

Publishing
•

Schedule editorial assignments

Purchasing
•

Purchase order processing and
follow-up

R&D
•
•
•

Project development
Personnel assignments
Product developments

Sales
•
•
•
•

Chart sales results by salesman or
territory
Schedule salesmen’s activities
Sales incentive contest boards
Motivational boards

Safety
•
•

Safety tracker/record
Safety awareness
- Lost accident hours
- Safety record
- Health & safety lost hours
- Safety motivation system

Schools
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classroom and faculty schedules
Audio-visual equipment location
control
Teacher location and enrollment
status
Academic scheduling
Bus and driver scheduling
Music staff boards

Recruiting and roster boards
Personal depth charts
Personal rating boards
Magnetic boards for showing plays
and assignments
“Sports record boards” for clubs,
schools, and organizations

Television
•
•
•

Story and crew locations
Personnel schedules
Program schedules

Transportation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Truck dispatcher boards
River barge traffic control
Equipment location
Maintenance and inventory control
Aircraft maintenance
Airline luggage tracking

Utilities
•
•
•

Dispatching assignments
Equipment location
Equipment maintenance

Warehousing
•

Product location

And a Few Miscellaneous
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Realtor listing boards
Automotive shop repair tracking
Changeable signs
Laboratory test schedules
Rental equipment availability and
location
Restaurant changeable menu boards
Visual displays in trade show exhibits

Visit our website to check out the rest of our whiteboards & accessory offerings!
magnavisual.com
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